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Introduction:  On the lunar surface, researchers 

have performed crater counting to get an estimate of 

the age of the surface[1].  Recent research has used 

high resolution camera data to count craters along 

boundaries between different mare and highlands in 

order to age the surface[2].  These techniques might be 

affected by incorrect impactor diameter values for 

small craters along the boundaries between these sur-

faces.  We  have proposed a numerical model that tests 

what happens to crater morphology for impacts along 

the boundaries of two surfaces that have different 

strengths, such as on the lunar surface at the boundary 

between mare and highlands terrain.  We tested basic 

vertical layers in a half space in iSALE 3D.  This has 

allowed us to test if the crater morphology, specifically 

the final crater diameter, is altered by having areas of 

weaker material.  For small scale crater diameters, on 

the order of 100 m and less, we anticipate this has a 

significant effect upon the final crater diameter.  How-

ever, for larger craters, such as 1 km or 10 km in scale, 

we do not anticipate any meaningful difference.  For a 

given impact, this proposed model will allow us to bet-

ter understand how the weaker material will affect the 

flow of material in the crater during the impact process. 

Methods:  We used the iSALE shock physics code 

with the latest iSALE-3D features[3,4].  This is a 

Eulerian hydrocode and is used to numerically simulate 

hyper-velocity impacts.  In our model we use surface 

layers that are laterally layered or more specifically two 

layers each with a different material property whose 

boundary is a vertical plane.  This allows us to simulate 

the boundary between two surfaces in a simple form.  

For the two surfaces we use an intact dunite material 

and a broken dunite material.  We chose a simple verti-

cal layer setup where half the surface is intact material 

and the other half is broken material.  The boundary 

between these layers is where the impact occurs in the 

simulation.  The impactor uses intact dunite material 

properties.  We used the ANEOS equation of state for 

dunite.  We have tested vertical and oblique at 45 and 

135 degree impacts, both in the direction of the broken 

dunite layer and away from the broken dunite layer.  

These tests had an impact velocity of 11.5 km/s with 

lunar gravity.   The impactor size ranges from 1 m to 

10 km in diameter.  For oblique impacts, we have off-

set the impact location uprange by one diameter of the 

impactor to allow the final crater to be centered on the 

boundary between the intact dunite and broken dunite 

layer.   For each simulation, we have also conducted a 

simulation with a homogeneous surface of intact dunite 

for the whole half-space.  This acts as a control for 

which we use to compare final crater morphologies. 

Conclusions:  For large craters we did not see any 

noticeable effect of the vertical layers.  For a 1 km and 

10 km diameter impactor impacting at 11.5 km/s com-

pared to an impact into a homogeneous surface shows 

no discernible difference.  This agrees with our initial 

assessment that the role of broken rock in the surface 

will be negligible for large scale impactors on order of 

1 km and more.  In the case of small craters, we see 

differences on the scale of the size of the initial 

impactor diameter.  Figure 1 shows a vertical impact 

has an asymmetry to the impact with a deeper and wid-

er flow of material on the broken dunite side.  By test-

ing impacts into laterally heterogeneous surfaces and 

homogeneous surfaces, we are able to use the differ-

ences in the crater profiles to conclude the effects het-

erogeneous surface boundaries have upon final crater 

sizes. 

         

  
Figure 1:  Numerical simulation of a 10 m diame-

ter impactor with 11.5 km/s velocity.  The dark materi-

al on the right is intact dunite and the tan colored mate-

rial on the left represents broken dunite. The top image 

is at t=0s and the bottom is t=3s.  The red and white 

scale bar shows the original impactor diameter. 
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